We consider a finite volume method for a well-driven fluid flow in a porous medium. Due to the singularity of the well, modeling in the near-well region with standard numerical schemes results in a completely wrong total well flux and an inaccurate hydraulic head. Local grid refinement can help, but it comes at computational cost. In this article we propose two methods to address well singularity. In the first method the flux through well faces is corrected using a logarithmic function, in a way related to the Peaceman correction. Coupling this correction with a second-order accurate two-point scheme gives a greatly improved total well flux, but the resulting scheme is still not even first order accurate on coarse grids. In the second method fluxes in the near-well region are corrected by representing the hydraulic head as a sum of a logarithmic and a linear function. This scheme is second-order accurate.
Introduction
The stationary groundwater flow equation is obtained by substituting the Darcy law u = −K∇h in Ω (1) into the continuity equation
where u is the Darcy velocity, g s describes sources and sinks, K is the hydraulic conductivity tensor, h is the hydraulic head, and Ω ⊂ R 3 is a bounded domain. We consider the following boundary conditions:
where ∂Ω = Γ D ∪ Γ N is the domain boundary, Γ D ∩ Γ N = ∅, Γ D = ∅, and n is the unit vector normal to ∂Ω pointing outwards. A colmated layer, also known as the skin effect, is formed along the well wall due to well clogging [1] . This causes additional hydraulic resistance (see Fig. 1 ). As a result, flux density through the well filter is
where: h w is the hydraulic head inside the well, h r is the hydraulic head just outside the colmated layer (see Fig 1) , Ψ = K c /d c is the transfer coefficient, while K c and d c are the unknown conductivity and thickness of the colmated layer respectively. Hydraulic head varies logarithmically and its gradient changes sharply in the well vicinity ( Fig. 1) . Thus, linear approximation of hydraulic head is inappropriate on coarse grids and numerical methods based on it are inaccurate in the near-well region.
Accurate modeling in the near-well region is important in reservoir engineering. Flow in the entire reservoir is induced mainly by wells, therefore poor near-well modeling results in accuracy loss throughout the model.
Numerous families of second-order accurate numerical methods are applicable to porous media flows. Here we consider non-linear two-point approximations [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . These schemes do not include special near-well discretization and thus lose accuracy on coarse grids if a well is present.
Local grid refinement can alleviate the problem. However, this comes at a computational cost. Methods for well modeling have been widely discussed in the literature [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . A commonly used method is the Peaceman correction [10, 13, 14] . This approach was originally formulated for finite differences, with a well placed in the center of the cell. It has been extended for various other discretization methods [9] . The Peaceman correction yields a correct flow rate but the obtained hydraulic head distribution is not second order accurate on coarse grids.
In finite element methods wells are usually associated with arrays of mesh edges in three dimensional models, or with nodes in two dimensional models. Since there are more tools available to generate unstructured meshes for finite elements then for other methods, in order to be able to use these meshes we construct cylinders (circles in two dimensions) around well edges (nodes). As a result, a well is an array of cylindrical cells in three dimensional models (Fig. 2 right) or a circular cell in two dimensional models (Fig. 2 left) . The well face correction method (WFC) described in Subsection 2.1 is related to the Peaceman method and results in a greatly improved well extraction rate compared to the uncorrected scheme, but the hydraulic head is not second-order accurate on coarse grids near the well.
In the near-well correction scheme (NWC) presented in Sect. 2.2 the flow in the well vicinity is split into a linear part and a part that is due to the influence of the well. A similar idea was used in [10, 11] for a multipoint scheme, but the accuracy of this scheme reduces if a well is much smaller then the grid size.
The paper is organized as follows. The two discretization schemes are presented in Sect. 2 in the two dimensional case. Three dimensional versions of these schemes are presented in Sect. 3. The results of numerical tests are provided in Sect. 4.
Discretization in two dimensions
In order to use the same terminology in two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases, the edges of two-dimensional cells are referred to as faces and their lengths are called face areas.
Integrating (2) over cell T and applying the divergence theorem yields
Term u f denotes the flux through face f , n f is a unit vector normal to face f fixed once and for all, while χ T,f = 1 if n f points outside of T and χ T,f = −1 otherwise. Boundary face normals always point outside.
We associate one hydraulic head value h T with each cell centroid x T . Also, the Dirichlet boundary condition is evaluated at each node belonging to Γ D . These cell centroids and nodes are referred to as primary collocation points.
An auxiliary hydraulic head value is associated with each well face. These auxiliary head values are eliminated and do not enter the discretization matrix. Well face centroids are referred to as auxiliary collocation points.
Either the hydraulic head is set in a well cell or a source/sink term is used to specify the flow rate.
Well face correction (WFC)
Consider the case of a homogeneous isotropic circular reservoir of radius R with hydraulic conductivity K = KI, and with a well of radius r in its center. The well extraction rate [16] is
where A is the total area of the well screen, while h r and h R are hydraulic head values in the porous medium at distances r and R, respectively, from the well center. Based on the flow rate (7) we propose to calculate the flux through well face f (see Fig. 2 ) belonging to cell T as
where |f | is the face f area, x T is the centroid of cell T , and ρ(x T ) is the distance from x T to the well center. Hydraulic head at cell T is denoted by h T and h f is the auxiliary hydraulic head value at face f . From equation (5) flux through face f is
Combining equations (8) and (9) gives a flux approximation that does not include the auxiliary head value at face f :
This correction leads to an acceptable well extraction rate. However, there is a substantial error in the hydraulic head distribution, which does not decrease quadratically if the mesh is refined. Therefore, the scheme obtained in this way is not second-order accurate on coarse grids, as shown in Sect. 4.
Near-well correction (NWC)
We assume that the hydraulic conductivity K = KI is homogeneous and isotropic in the near-well region. The hydraulic head is represented as
where L is a linear function andĥ is the singular part
C 0 and C 1 are arbitrary constants, and
is the distance from the well center x w .
From (11) and (12) the hydraulic head gradient is
Thus flux (6) can be written as
Since ∇L is constant, the first integral can be expressed as
Let Pr(f ) denote the radial projection of face f onto the well wall from the well center (see Fig. 3 ). The flow component described by the second integral is directed toward the well center. Therefore, this flux component through faces f and f 1 is the same as through Pr(f ):
because
wheren f is the outer unit normal on the circle in Pr(x), and σ f = −1 if n f points inside the triangle defined by face f and the well center, or σ f = 1 otherwise. Substituting (16) and (17) in (15) gives
Let cells T + and T − share the face f , and let n f point from T + to T − . By x + and x − we denote the collocation points in cells T + and T − . Let x i be another collocation point. The difference of hydraulic head values at x i and x + is
from (11) and (12) . Equations of this form for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} make up a linear system
where
Figure 3: Radial projection onto the well.
One or more equations in system (21) may be replaced with a condition that the flux computed using formula (15) matches the flux imposed at a Neumann boundary face: integrating (4) over some Neumann facef and using (19) results in
Let us assume that matrix A is invertible and let the elements of matrix A −1 be denoted by a ij . Let index k correspond to equations of form (20), while indexk corresponds to equations of form (24). From (21), (23), and (24) the coordinates of unknown vector C are:
After substituting (25) in (19), the flux approximation becomes
Term n l f denotes the l-th coordinate of vector n f . In the same way we obtain the one-sided approximation from cell T − :
The derivation is carried out further like in [2, 6] . One-sided approximations of form (26) and (29) are linearly combined using non-negative weights µ + and µ − :
For this approximation to be valid it is required that:
We choose µ + and µ − so that in (30) contributions of hydraulic head values other then h − and h + as well as contributions of inflow Neumann boundary conditions, cancel out:
If (31) and (32)
otherwise we set µ ± = 0.5. In this way, a two-point flux approximation is obtained:
Following the same logic as in [2] , it is required that α k , αk ≥ 0, for all k,k, which implies that M ± f ≥ 0, so the resulting computational matrix is an M-matrix. If this is not the case, then another set of collocation points and Neumann faces is chosen to form (21).
The proposed scheme is used within the near-well region, which can be of any shape, as long as it includes at least the cells nearest to the well. Near-well regions belonging to different wells must not overlap. Scheme [6] is used outside of these regions. Fluxes through the faces at the edge of the near-well region are obtained by coupling one-sided flux approximation (26) with an uncorrected one-sided flux approximation [6] in the same way as in (30).
The auxiliary hydraulic head values at the well faces are eliminated using the requirement that approximation (34) is equal to (5), as done in [6] for a material discontinuity.
Discretization in three dimensions
In the three dimensional case, the well is represented as an array of cylindrical cells. In the well cell where the pump is located, either the hydraulic head or a source term is specified. The flow through the well is modeled using the Hagen-Poiseuille law [17] , meaning that the hydraulic conductivity along the well is computed as
where ρ is the density, g is the gravity and µ is the dynamic viscosity. The well face correction scheme derived in Sect. 2.1 is directly applicable to the three-dimensional case. The near-well correction scheme is derived in a manner analogous to the two dimensional case, with ρ(x T ) representing the distance between x T and the well axis, and Pr(f ) denoting a projection of face f onto the well cylinder. This projection, defined in Appendix A, is known in cartography as Lambert cylindrical equal-area projection.
System (21) is formed with four instead of three equations of type (20) and (24). The vector of unknowns is
Thus, instead of (25) we have
Therefore instead of (27) and (28) we have
and
Numerical tests
To verify the schemes we solve several problems whose analytical solutions are available. In each example we compare the results obtained with uncorrected, WFC and NWC schemes. Near-well regions are taken to be circular or cylindrical.
The meshes used in the examples were independently generated and are not hierarchically related. Mesh parameter P is the square root of the largest cell area in the two dimensional cases (Examples 1 and 2 ). In the three dimensional case (Example 3) the mesh parameter is the cubic root of the largest cell volume. Unstructured triangular meshes are used in the first two examples and unstructured triangular prismatic meshes are used in the third example.
Discrete L 2 and maximum norms were used to evaluate relative hydraulic head errors:
where |T | stands for volume (area in 2D) of cell T and |f | stands for area (length in 2D) of face f . The analytical hydraulic head evaluated at the centroid of cell T is denoted by h(x T ), while the head value numerically obtained in this cell is denoted by h T . The relative error of the total well flux is also presented:
where Q is the numerical well flux and Q A is the analytical flux.
Example 1. We consider a circular reservoir with a well in the center. The exact flow rate is given by (7), and the exact hydraulic head at distance ρ from the center is
In this example we specify the hydraulic head in the well h w and at ρ = R. We take r = 0.05, R = 200, h w = 55, h R = 100 and K = 0.0001. Transfer coefficient Ψ is set so that the hydraulic head at the well wall is h r = 60. The errors are presented in Table 1 . The uncorrected scheme is not second-order accurate for the considered meshes and the flow rate through the well is completely wrong. The hydraulic head error is larger near the well, as shown in Fig. 4 (left) . This is as expected because the flow velocity changes quickly in this region. If even finer meshes could be used, this scheme would likely approach second-order accuracy at some point.
If the WFC scheme is used, errors are smaller than those obtained without any correction. The largest errors are still located near the well (Fig. 4 middle) . The well flow rate error is around one percent on the coarsest mesh and it decreases very slowly as the mesh is refined. However, the scheme is still not even first-order accurate for the considered meshes.
The results for the NWC scheme were obtained using a near-well region with radius ρ = 40. The absolute hydraulic head error distribution is shown in Fig. 4 (right) . Results obtained in this way are second-order accurate. If we took R for the radius of the near-well region, then this scheme would be exact.
The reduction of the well flow rate error with the mesh parameter is less predictable because it depends on the particular geometry of the few cells around the well, which changes in a random fashion. Nevertheless, a comparison of flow rate errors on the finest and coarsest meshes shows that this flow rate is at least first order accurate. Example 2. Here we consider a rectangular reservoir with corners (±300, ±150). Two wells with radii r l and r r are specified at (−150, 0) and (150, 0), respectively.
An analytical solution is obtained by superposing two solutions of form (46):
where the distances from the left and the right well are denoted with ρ l and ρ r respectively. We take h l = 5, h r = 10, h R l = h Rr = 20, r l = 0.5, r r = 0.6 and R l = R r = 1200. Transfer coefficient Ψ is set for each well face separately so that (5) and (47) give level 23 in the left well and 27 in the right well.
As in the previous example, uncorrected scheme is not second order accurate for the considered meshes and the well flow rates are very inaccurate ( Table 2 ). The total well flux error is much smaller with WFC scheme, but the scheme is still not second-order accurate. The errors for NWC scheme are obtained using a circular near-well region with radius ρ l = ρ r = 100. The results show that the NWC scheme is second-order accurate.
Example 3. The domain is a rectangular prism with corners (±100, ±50, ±50). It contains two straight wells, one horizontal from (−50, −50, 0) to (−50, 50, 0) and one vertical form (50, 0, −50) to (50, 0, 50).
An analytical solution is again obtained by superposition and it is given by (47). Distances ρ l and ρ r are calculated as
where x l = −50, z l = 0, x r = 50 and y r = 0. In this example we take R l = R r = 1000, h R l = 50, h Rr = 53, r l = 0.1, r r = 0.15, h l = 40 and h r = 45. The transfer coefficient in each well face is chosen according to the Hagen-Poiseuille law so that the head in the horizontal well pump is 90 and that in the vertical well pump is 92. The pumps are located at (−50, −50, 0) and (50, 0, −50) for the horizontal and vertical wells, respectively. Hydraulic head isosurfaces are shown in Fig. 6 on the left and the mesh (for P = 8) is shown on the right. The errors of the uncorrected, WFC and NWC schemes are shown in Table 3 . Near-well region radius ρ l = ρ r = 30 is used. 
Conclusion
Discretization schemes based on linear approximations produce very inaccurate results if a well is present. The commonly used Peaceman correction improves the computed well flow rate but does not give a secondorder accurate hydraulic head.
We have developed two schemes for the discretization of near-well fluxes. The first scheme (WFC scheme, Sect. 2.1), is similar to the Peaceman correction. It reduces the well flux error, but it is not second order accurate on coarse grids.
Numerical examples show that the second scheme (NWC scheme, Sect. 2.2) gives at least a first-order accurate total well flux and a second-order accurate hydraulic head without near-well mesh refinement.
Both schemes are developed for the case of isotropic hydraulic conductivity. An extension to the anisotropic case is planned. Projection of x onto a cylinder is defined by
where x p is the orthogonal projection of x onto the cylinder axis and r is the cylinder radius. The projection of a straight line is generally not a second-order curve (Fig. A.7 ). Numerical integration is used to calculate the area of Pr(f ) in Sect 3. The results presented in this paper were obtained using the 6 th order Gauss-Legendre integration formula. In our case this formula was accurate enough to calculate the integrals with machine precision.
